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Amir receives Crown Prince, state officials
Sheikh Nawaf condoles with Saudi King on death of Prince Turki bin Nasser

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets His Highness the
Crown Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. — Amiri Diwan and KUNA photos

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
meets His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled AlHamad Al-Sabah.
KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah received His Highness the
Crown Prince Sheikh Mishal AlAhmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah at Seif
Palace yesterday. His Highness the
Amir also received National
Assembly Speaker Marzouq Ali AlGhanem, His Highness the Prime
Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled
Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Defense
Sheikh Hamad Jaber Al-Ali AlSabah, and Deputy Premier and
Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs
Anas Al-Saleh.
Meanwhile, His Highness the
Crown Prince received Ghanem, His
Highness Sheikh Sabah Khaled,
Sheikh Hamad Jaber Al-Ali and Saleh

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
meets Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Defense Sheikh Hamad
Jaber Al-Ali Al-Sabah.

at Seif Palace. His Highness Sheikh
Mishal also received Foreign Minister
Sheikh Dr Ahmad Nasser AlMohammad Al-Sabah and Minister of
Interior Sheikh Thamer Ali Sabah AlSalem Al-Sabah.
In other news, His Highness the
Amir yesterday expressed heartfelt
condolences to Custodian of the
two Holy Mosques King Salman bin
Abdulaziz Al-Saud on Prince Turki
bin Nasser bin Abdulaziz Al-Saud’s
demise. His Highness the Amir, in a
cable to King Salman, prayed to
Allah the Almighty to bestow blessing upon the deceased, and solace
for the royal family. His Highness
the Crown Prince and His Highness
the Prime Minister sent similar
cables. — KUNA

Modi vows to
pursue reforms...
Continued from Page 1
“On January 26, seeing the insult of our tricolor, the country was very sad,” he added.
The demonstrators swarmed the 400-yearold World Heritage-listed Red Fort on Tuesday,
raising religious and farm union flags, though
they did not remove the national flag from the
top of the monument. Modi’s comments came as
police arrested at least one journalist and filed
complaints against others, stoking fears of a
media crackdown over the reporting of the
protests.
Mandeep Punia, who writes for the Englishlanguage Caravan magazine, was detained on
Saturday at Singhu, one of the main protest

WHO team visits
Wuhan market...
Continued from Page 1
authorities. Team member Peter Daszak described
the tours on Twitter as “very important site visits”,
adding that the team had “met with key staff at both
markets and asked questions to help better understand the factors involved in the emergence of
COVID”.
Despite the fact that over a year has elapsed since
the outbreak there, Daszak said speaking to staff and
seeing the layout of the Huanan market was “very
informative”. The visits were “critical for our joint
teams to understand the epidemiology of COVID as it
started to spread at the end of 2019”, he said in
another tweet.
The experts did not take questions, and a member
of the team shrugged and rolled up the car window
when asked about his expectations for the visit.
Security staff told reporters outside to leave and
shook a tall ladder on which a photographer was sitting for a better view. Later, in response to a shouted
question on whether the experts were satisfied with
access, a member of the mission gave a thumbs-up.
Earlier this week, state media outlet Global Times
published a report downplaying the importance of
Huanan as an early epicenter of the virus, claiming
“subsequent investigations” have suggested the market was not the source of the outbreak. Yesterday, the
tabloid argued that “the possibility that the coron-

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets National Assembly Speaker
Marzouq Ali Al-Ghanem.

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets
Deputy Premier and Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs Anas Al-Saleh.

His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets a number of Cabinet ministers.

sites. He was photographed being taken to court
yesterday, where he is expected to be charged
on unknown offences, local media reported.
Since Tuesday, at least five complaints have
been registered against Indian journalists and an
opposition Congress member of parliament on
several allegations, including sedition and criminal conspiracy.
Global media watchdog the Committee to
Protect Journalists called for Punia and another
journalist who was reportedly also detained to
be released immediately. “Indian authorities
should allow journalists to do their work without
interference,” the CPJ tweeted late Saturday. On
Saturday, police tightened security around the
camps after cutting Internet connections in the
local areas, as thousands more farmers arrived
at the sites to join the protests. Farming has long
been a political minefield, with nearly 70 percent of the 1.3-billion-strong population drawing
their livelihood from agriculture. — AFP

avirus was passed on from cold-chain products into
Wuhan, or more specifically, to the Huanan wet market... cannot be ruled out”.
Chinese officials identified wild animals sold in the
market as a likely source of the outbreak in initial
stages of the pandemic, clamping down on the exotic
animal trade in response. A price list issued by a merchant at the emporium, which circulated online,
showed an array of exotic wildlife available including
civets, snakes and even live wolf pups.
But, more recently, state media have thrown support behind suggestions that the virus may have originated elsewhere, with a resurgence of local infections
blamed instead on imports. Chinese authorities have
relentlessly pushed a positive narrative of heroism and
decisive action in their fight against the coronavirus
that has spurred an economic recovery and kept
deaths down to 4,636.
On Saturday, the WHO experts’ itinerary included
a propaganda exhibition in Wuhan lauding the emergency response of the city’s health authorities in the
outbreak and the marshaling of the crisis by China’s
leader Xi Jinping. China has faced criticism at home
and abroad for playing down the initial outbreak and
concealing information when it first emerged in
Wuhan in Dec 2019.
Details of the WHO team’s itinerary have remained
thin, with international media kept firmly at arm’s
length - the only glimpses of the trip have come
through broadly positive tweets by some members of
the expert team. China continues to take a firm line
against a recent surge in infections, with 12 officials in
northeastern Harbin city recently punished for dereliction of duty after a cluster of cases in a food processing company. — AFP

Republican Party
future in balance as
Trump trial looms
WASHINGTON: US Republicans yesterday braced
for a battle over the future of their party after Donald
Trump changed lawyers days before his impeachment
trial in an apparent sign he is determined to maintain
the 2020 election was fraudulent. Trump’s Senate trial
is due to start on Feb 9, but he parted ways with his
legal team after they reportedly refused to focus their
defense on his baseless claims of election fraud, rather
than on constitutional issues.
The trial of the former president for alleged “incitement of insurrection” over the storming of the Capitol
by his supporters has exposed a rift between Trump
loyalists who dominate the Republican Party, and its
moderate wing. “The Senate trial... is going to call all
Republicans to take a position more clearly,” Arkansas
Governor Asa Hutchinson told ABC’s “This Week”.
“President Trump has helped build the party in the
last four years; I hope he does not help to destroy the
party in the coming four years.” Hutchinson added:
“We’ve got to have a regard for those people that supported Donald Trump... But at the same time, we don’t
want to gloss over the terrible actions that happened
at the Capitol.”
Trump looks increasingly likely to avoid conviction
due to party support in the Senate - where all but five
Republicans already backed an attempt to throw out

Kuwait gets
200,000 doses...
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the case on constitutional grounds. But the trial is still
sure to see battle lines drawn over who controls the
party following Trump’s first-term defeat. On Jan 6,
Trump gave a fiery speech outside the White House
exhorting his supporters to march on the US Capitol to
overturn the election results. The protesters then violently stormed the Capitol building in scenes that
shocked the world.
“The president’s comments that day were partly
responsible for what happened, for the horrible violence,” Republican Senator Rob Portman told CNN’s
“State of the Union.” “What he did was wrong and
inexcusable. “I am a juror. I’m going to keep an open
mind as we go through this (trial). But I do think that
this constitutionality issue has to be addressed. We
would be convicting a private citizen, someone who’s
out of office. That sets up a precedent.”
Adam Kinzinger, one of 10 Republicans in the
House of Representatives to vote for impeachment
earlier this month, said Sunday that Trump was “desperate to continue to look like he’s leading the party.”
“We need to quit being the party that even an iota
defends an insurrection, a dead police officer and other dead Americans on the Capitol,” Kinzinger told
NBC’s “Meet the Press”.
Kinzinger has launched a new political action committee seeking to raise funds to challenge the Trump
wing of the party. While signaling opposition to
Trump’s trial, Republican senators are instead fueling
efforts to censure him over his role in the Capitol
assault. But, while a conviction would lead to a simplemajority vote on whether to bar Trump from holding
future public office, a censure resolution carries no
such trigger. — AFP

tors. He appreciated the efforts of officials at the
airport, including members of the interior ministry
and customs, as well as all workers at the airport to
serve passengers, facilitate arrival procedures and
ensure utmost health security. All travelers and
workers in the airport buildings should abide by
health controls and guidelines issued by MoH or
DGCA, he pointed out. — KUNA

COVID-19 pandemic in various fields and sec-

Car bombs
kill 11 in north...
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their Syrian proxies are regularly rocked by
such bombings. There is usually no claim for them,
although Turkey routinely blames Kurdish fighters it
accuses of being “terrorists” linked to its outlawed
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK).

On Saturday, explosives planted in another vehicle took the lives of eight civilians including four
children in the city of Afrin, which Turkish forces and
their proxies seized from Kurdish forces in 2018.
Syria’s war has killed more than 387,000 people and
displaced millions since starting in 2011 with the
brutal repression of anti-government protests.
It has since evolved into a complex conflict
involving jihadists and foreign powers. Northern
neighbor Turkey has seized control of several
regions inside Syria in military campaigns against
the Islamic State group and Kurdish fighters
since 2016. — AFP

